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Dates are according to the Earth’s standard calendar.

The zero
years

A mysterious power threatens the Galaxy’s very existence.
Its appearance is named “Incursion of the Others”. Some
stars begin to fade, and some are extinguished forever. All
forces of the Asgar empire are thrown against the new
enemy.

450 IO

The war ends in a pyrrhic victory for the Asgar, incursion is
stopped, but they lose many territories in the process and
their armies and fleets are nearly non-existent. The Asgar
begin to abandon the colonies, forming groups in the central
worlds.

1096 IO

A smaller galaxy collides with the Milky Way. That is when
Seit arrive, bringing Shorks with them.

1256 IO

The Seit expansion begins, while Asgar remain silent. Jawgs
fall the first victim.

1278 IO

Eltofa start their expansion.

1315 IO

The first Skrag Trade War begins

1370 IO

Kja start their expansion

1380 IO

1420 IO

Galactic Council is no more. A united Triclon state also
ceases to exist and splits into isolated fragments of several
kingdoms that have even less forces to resist the Seit
aggression.
The second Skrag Trade War begins and expansion
campaigns grind to a halt. All powers instead start searching
for the mysterious Asgar Sword. Different races send their
emissaries to the Forbidden Sector, but none of them
returns.

1561 IO

The Seit expedition approaches Earth but is intercepted by
Asgar ships.

1703 IO

The Seit attempt to invade Rungar colonies and fail

1754 IO

Rungar retaliation attempt. Fails.

1845 IO

The third Skrag Trade War

1910 IO

The first records of encounters with the Dead Machines on a
planet orbiting the Stolen Star

2008 IO

Lady Athene establishes a base to block the shortest routes
to Earth.

–

2061 IO

Events described in the “Wings of Icarus” short story. First
human hyperspace jump. Within 2 years, humanity launches
a stellar expansion to broaden its life-space.

21102127 IO

The first colonial war where Earth tries to seize control over
the separate colonies that considered themselves completely
independent. A great state reform, what was an Empire on
paper becomes Confederate States of the Earth headed by
the Emperor. Codes regulating rights and obligations of the
nobility are issued

21802193 IO

The second colonial war. Only a part of colonies closest to
Earth recognized the Emperor’s reign and the rest formed
their own commonwealths. Several powerful unions join
forces to seize power on Earth. However, selfless and
decisive actions of Raymond Visioner allow Earth to emerge
victorious. Humanity’s status changes.
Seit launch a massive offensive against Triclons. The last of
the free Triclon colonies are devastated, and Triclons become
exiles with no home or hope for the future.

2210 IO

Foundation of the Third Horizon. New colonial legislation.
Forming of free human colonies. According to the Greenwal
Charter (named after the colony that was the first to receive
such rights), colonies receive greater autonomy in exchange
for support of the human race’s unity in global perspective,

and a common economic space is established. However, not
all colonies agree to such conditions.

2228 IO

Events described in the “Verge of Light” book. First
encounter between Seit and Humanity at outpost 30-05.
Duke Raymond Visioner is victorious once again, but this
victory is far from final. Seit forces retreat, beaten, but not
wiped out, whereas the human outpost is destroyed. Seit
also receive a massive amount of intelligence on the human
forces and fleets. Heir to the Triclon throne seeks shelter in
the Human Empire.
The Griffon 22-4 incident, “Rescue Mission” short story.
BEGINNING OF EVENTS, REFLECTED IN THE GAME

2230 IO

Humanity becomes a member of the Galactic community.
This is the year when Lady Athene and Bastee arrive on
Earth.

2232 IO

Events described in the “Knight of the Empire” book

2235 IO

Events described in the “Privateer of the Empire” book

2236 IO

Events of the “Prophecy” short story

–

